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We show that if the b quark is assigned to a singlet representat ion of the weak interaction 
SU(2) symmetry  and if it decays through the usual weak bosons W ± and Z °, then neutral current 
decays occur at such a rate that 
F(B ~ X ( + ~  ) /F(B --> Xg+~,) ~> 0 .12 ,  
even allowing arbitrarily many quarks with which the b can mix. We discuss the manner  in which 
the experimental  exclusion of this inequality would constrain the possibilities for t-free models. 
1. Introduction 
There  is no purely theoretical reason why the t quark must exist. A great number  
of weak interaction models lacking a t quark have been proposed [1-6], and the 
motivation for considering such models has been strengthened by the failure of the 
t quark to appear  at P E T R A  [7]. Some of these models require adding to the 
standard model new gauge bosons with exotic properties [1], but others are relatively 
conservative in character, insisting that the b quark, though not a member  of a 
weak interaction SU(2) doublet,  still decays by exchange of the conventional weak 
gauge bosons. Theories of this type range from elegant grand unified theories [2, 
3] to proposals which are more frankly phenomenological  [4-6]. These theories 
have, however, a common distinguishing characteristic: Just as a model with an s 
quark but no c quark would have strangeness-changing neutral currents, such 
models with a b but no t have flavor-changing neutral currents which should be 
visible in B meson decays. The analysis of B decays is thus capable of providing 
strong constraints on weak interaction models lacking the t. 
The general consequences of flavor-changing neutral current decays of the B 
have been discussed by several authors [4-6, 8]. We have felt a need, however, for 
a more precise criterion for the p r e s e n c e -  or, more importantly, the a b s e n c e -  of 
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such decays. In this paper,  we will offer a simple and readily tested criterion. We 
will show that, in any model in which the b quark is a weak SU(2) singlet which 
decays by the exchange of the conventional W ± and Z °, the following inequality 
is satisfied: 
F(B --> Xg+t  ~ ) 
>~0.12, (1.1) 
F(B "-> XF+v) 
where F is e or/x and only leptons from the direct decay of the B are to be included. 
Eq. (1.1) holds independently of the number  of additional weak-singlet quarks 
heavier than the b and, within the present exprimental  constraints on Cabibbo 
universality, independently of the values of weak mixing angles. 
A test of the inequality (1.1) would confirm or rule out a major  class of plausible 
alternatives to the hypothesis that there is a t quark. It is worth recalling how 
strongly this can constrain t-free models by reviewing the possibilities which do 
not require (1.1). If one does not wish to enlarge the standard S U ( 2 ) x U ( 1 )  guage 
model,  there are only two possibilities: One option would allow the b to decay by 
Higgs boson exchange. This situation, however,  should be readily distinguishable. 
Since the Higgs couples more strongly to more massive fermions, the semileptonic 
decay to r should dominate  the decay to a lighter lepton by the ratio ( m , / m t ) 2 ;  
effectively, then, # and e should be produced only indirectly, as r and c decay 
products, with correspondingly lowered energies. The other possibility would be 
to identify the r igh t -handed  b and c quarks as the members  of a weak SU(2) 
doublet*. The phenomenology of this model has recently been studied by Barger, 
Keung and Phillips [8]; it is possible, though not easy, to distinguish it f rom the 
Kobayashi -Maskawa model with a t [9]. This model has, however,  the defect that 
one can make the cancellation of charm-changing neutral currents (which would 
induce complete D°-D ° mixing) occur naturally [10] only by forbidding all Cabibbo 
mixing between u and c. 
One can enlarge one's  options by adding to the standard model new weak gauge 
bosons and insisting that only these mediate b decay. Some models of this type 
have quite characteristic properties,  implying, for example,  that all B decays are 
semileptonic [1]. Others produce patterns of B decay quite close to those of the 
Kobayash i -Maskawa theory; one example would introduce new W bosons with 
right-handed coupling, with masses several times those of the conventional W's. 
But all of these possibilities require a major  extension of the standard model. 
We feel, then, that the class of models to which (1.1) applies contains the only 
straightforward alternatives to the existence of the t. Even before P E T R A  searches 
for higher-energy thresholds, a test of (1.1) will be an important  step in deciding 
whether or not there is a t quark. 
* We thank Henry Tye for a discussion of this possibility. 
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2.  G e n e r a l  analys i s  
In this sect ion,  we will out l ine  the  p roof  of the  inequa l i ty  (1.1) in weak  in te rac t ion  
mode l s  in which the b is an SU(2)  singlet  which decays  only  th rough  W ~ and  Z n. 
O u r  line of a r g u m e n t  will be s imilar  to that  r ecen t ly  given by Branco  and Nilles 
[5]; essent ia l ly ,  we are  seek ing  to ext rac t  a more  prec ise  conclus ion f rom thei r  
m e thodo logy .  W e  will p r o c e e d  by set t ing up a desc r ip t ion  of b decay  in this class 
of models ,  then  reduc ing  the ra t io  in (1.1) to a ra t io  of mixing angles.  W e  will then  
discuss the  consequences  of a lower  b o u n d  on this la te r  rat io.  The  de ta i l ed  p roof  
of this b o u n d  will be given in sect. 3. 
To c o m p u t e  the  ra t io  in (1.1), it is a p p r o p r i a t e  to a p p r o x i m a t e  the B decay  as 
that  of a free b quark ,  t r ea t ing  the an t iqua rk  in the B as only  a spec ta tor .  F o r  
s emi l ep ton ic  decays ,  the  l ead ing  (mult ipl icat ive)  Q C D  cor rec t ions  are  not  p resen t ;  
most  o the r  s t rong in te rac t ion  cor rec t ions  affect the  n u m e r a t o r  and  d e n o m i n a t o r  of 
the  ra t io  in (1.1) in the  same way. The  one  excep t ion  to this rule is the cor rec t ion  
for the  finite mass  of a c quark  which may  a p p e a r  in the  final s ta te  of a cha rged-  
cur ren t  reac t ion ;  we will need  to include this co r rec t ion  expl ic i t ly  into our  fo rmulae .  
In the  s t anda rd  SU(2)  × U(1) mode l ,  the  coupl ings  of b to W ± and Z ° are  given 
by the lagrangian  
T - ~+ g ~,3 • 2 0 W J ~ M )  (2.1) L ~ / ~ g ( W J  + ÷ ~-  = W u J  ) + c o s 0 w  A u ( J  - s i n  , 
where  g = e /s in  0w, J~_M is the  e l ec t romagne t i c  current ,  and  (J+, J~ ,  j 3 )  is an 
isospin t r ip le t  of the  l e f t - h a n d e d  i V - A )  currents .  The  b - q u a r k  a ppe a r s  in J~M;  
this t e rm is, however ,  d i agona l  in f lavor and so cannot  m e d i a t e  a decay.  If the  b 
quark  is not  a m e m b e r  of a weak  doub le t ,  it can worm its way  into the  o the r  t e rms  
only  by C a b i b b o  mixing  with d and s. In this case 




whe re  d ' ,  s '  are  two o r thogona l  l inear  combina t ions  of d, s, b, and  any o the r  charge  
1 quarks*.  E x p a n d i n g  in t e rms  of d, s, b, we may  wri te  
j +  = ce"aY ~ (1 - ys)  b + trey u (1 - y 5) b + .  • • 
2 2 ' 
, (2 .3)  
j 3  : l o / d ~ .  (1- -  75) b 1 - . ( 1 - y 5 )  b 
-- ~CesS7 + • • • 
2 2 ' 
where  the  C~q are  funct ions  of mixing angles.  
• We have assumed that there are no additional charge +~ quarks. If such a quark appears as a 
member of a weak doublet, it is the standard t. If such a quark is a weak singlet, it is easy to see 
that it can affect our analysis only by decreasing the rates of charged-current processes through its 
mixing with u, c; this would strengthen the inequality (1.1). 
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B-~X~v 
(a) b b 
" v (b) , 
B-~XUf 
(c) b v 
• t *  ( d )  • . 
~ t -  
Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to semileptonic b decay. 
The  diagrams for B -* X ( +  v and B ~ X g + g  , in the specta tor  approximat ion ,  are 
given in fig. 1. If g =/x or e and b decays to a light quark,  the kinematics of these 
two processes are the same. For  process ( lb),  in which b decays to c, the rate 
should be multiplied by a phase-space  suppression factor  P. This factor  aside, 
however ,  these processes have rates in the ratio of their respective couplings. This 
ratio may be read f rom the lagrangian (2.1) and the current  pieces (2.3), toge ther  
with the lagrangian coupling a lepton to W and Z: 
T + - , (1 -- ys) 
6L = ~/~gW, ly v 
2 
+ cosg0w Z~'[ ( - 1 +  sin20w)-[Y~" (1-Y5)2 / +  s i n 2 0 w [ y "  (1 +2 7~) l ] ,  (2.4) 
and the relation M~v = M ~  cos 2 0w. The  result is 
F (B  -* X g + (  ) = [(½_ sin2 0w)2 + ( s in  2 0 w ) Z ] A  ' (2.5) 
F (B  ~ X (  + v) 
where  A is the ratio of mixing angles 
A - - -  
2 2 
OLd +O's  
2 2 • 
o'u -I- PO" c 
(2.6) 
The factor  P in (2.6) is a ra ther  uncertain one,  depend ing  strongly on the ratio 
2 2 M c / M b .  Assuming  f ree -quark  kinematics,  one finds for M b = 4 . 7  G e V  and 
Mc = 1.5 G e V  the value P = 0.49, and for Mb = 5.0 G e V  and Mc = 1.2 G e V  the value 
P = 0.65. We  take this latter value to give a reasonable  upper  limit to the b -~c  
transit ion rate and use this value in the analysis of A.  
The  term in brackets  in (2.5) has its min imum at sin 2 0w = ¼, a point  close to the 
current  value of sin 2 0w = 0.23 ± 0.01 [11]. Setting sin 2 0w = ~, 
F(B-->XE+C-) I • 
~-B S ~ ~>~i. (2.Vt 
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To bound the ratio of partial widths it is now only necessary to bound the ratio 
A. We will save this task for the next section. We will show there that, for one 
weak singlet b quark, 
A i> 1.00, (2.8) 
and, for an arbitrary number of weak singlets, 
A I> 0.98.  (2.9) 
These bounds on A, taken together with (2.7), imply inequality (1.1) which we 
sought. It should also be clear from our discussion that A cannot be made larger 
tan 1 / P ;  thus, not even the most optimistic advocate of the b as a weak singlet 
would expect the ratio of partial widths to exceed 0.25. 
Our inequality includes direct leptons only; there remains, therefore, the problem 
of discriminating these direct leptons from leptons produced in a secondary decay 
of c or ~-. In addition, BI3 events with semileptonic decay on both sides provide a 
background for measuring the numerator of (l.1). The first background may be 
eliminated by using the fact that a secondary lepton has a much softer energy 
distribution than one produced directly. Both backgrounds give equal rates for 
p~+~-, e+# , e ~+, e+e -, while the dilepton signal produces e+e and ~+~ only. 
Thus, one can remove both backgrounds by subtracting ~e events from / ~  +ee  
events. 
It is worth noting one more consequence of the bounds (2.8), (2.9). If the B can 
decay to a final state with t~+( , it can also decay to a state containing t,~7. In the 
decay b-~qvzT, where q is d or s, the uff pair carries off, on average, an energy 
(0.65) Mb-- (0.6) MB. The ratio of partial widths for a single species of lepton is: 
F(B-*XuePe) 1 
F(B-~ X(+v) 4 '  (2.10) 
so the fraction of the total energy carried away by neutrinos is 
E ( ,~ )  
3 .  (¼A). (0.6). BR(B~X(+u)~>(0 .4)  • BR(B~Xt~+u) .  (2.11) 
E (total) 
The factor of 3 counts 3 species of neutrinos. This almost doubles the amount of 
missing energy expected from normal charged-current semileptonic decay. 
3. Lower bounds 
The conclusions reached in the previous section depended on the lower bounds 
(2.8), (2.9) for the ratio A of mixing angles. In this section, we will complete our 
argument by demonstrating those bounds. To do this, we will analyze the most 
general Cabibbo-mixing of b with s, d, and possibly other charge -½ flavors. This 
mixing will be parametrized by various angles 0i; we will abbreviate cos 0i = cg, 
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sin 0i = s,. The usual Cabibbo angle will be denoted 0c and its cosine and sine Cc, So, 
respectively. Other  angles will be chosen in a way which is convenient for this 
analysis, but which differs from conventions used previously in the literature [4, 5]. 
Let  us consider first the simplest case, in which d, s, and b are the only charge -~  
quarks. This case has been considered previously by Barger and Pakvasa [4]. In this 
case, we can parametr ize the (normalized, but otherwise arbitrary) linear combina-  
tions d' ,  s': 
d' = Cl (Ccd  4- scs  ) 4- s l b  , 
(3.1) 
S'  = c 2 ( - S c + 3 d  + C c + 3 S )  + s 2 b  , 
d' s' where Sc+3 = sin (0c + 03), and similarly for Cc+3. and must be orthogonal;  this 
implies the constraint 
o r  
- -ClC2S3  4- S IS  2 = 0 , 
S1S2 
3 ; 3  - -  . (3.2) 
ClC2 
Inserting (3.1) into (2.2), we find for the parameters  of (2.3): 
Olu ~ S1 ~ Olc = $2 ~ Old ~ C1SICc -- C2S2Sc+3 , Ols ~- CIS1Cc 4- C2S2Cc+3 . 
Then, using (3.2) 
(2.6) becomes 
2 2 2 2 
Ol2 + 0 ( 2  = C I S I  4-C2S2  __(C151)(C2S2)S  3 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
= C I S 1  4 -C2S2  - - S 1 S 2  , 
(3.3) 
Then 
ltan Oc[ = 0.225 + O. 11, 
] C l l  = 0.9980 ± 0 .0034.  
(3.6) 
(C1S1)24-  (C2S2) 2 -  (S1S2) 2 
A = 2 + ps22 (3.4) 
S 1 
To minimize A, it is necessary to make sl or s2 as large as possible. 
What  bounds can be put on s~, s2? If cl ¢ 1, Cabibbo universality is violated; 
thus, tests of Cabibbo universality constrain c l. The recent Cabibbo fit of Shrock 
and Wang [12] yields bounds on the mixing angles V,d, Vos which appear  in the 
ad and as terms of the charged currents. Interpreting their results within this model 
]Vua[ = ]C~Cc[ = 0 . 9 7 3 7 ± 0 . 0 0 2 5 ,  
(3.5) 
IVusl = [C1Scl = 0 .219±0.011  . 
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Allowing a deviation of 20- f rom the preferred value of cl gives 
I s , l = 0 . 1 3 .  (3.7) 
A 3o- deviation gives Isd < 0.16. 
To constrain s2, we rely on the following observat ion:  The  general  form (3.1), 
inserted into (2.2), p roduced  d o s  f lavor-changing neutral  currents. The  coefficient 
of the ds  + .~d term in j 3  is 
D = C 2 C c S c + 3 C c + 3  . (3.8) 
This must  be very small if the K c - K s  mass difference is to be kept  small; the 
precise bound  is 
D 2 < 4 × 1 0  '7 
It will be clear f rom fig. 2, to be discussed in a moment ,  that such a small deviation 
of D f rom zero will be completely  negligible in our  analysis. Hence,  we set D = 0. 
Throwing  away all information on the signs of the various angles, this condit ion 
may be written 
]C12 - -C  2 COS 2 031 = ]C 2 (COS 2 0c)(sin 2 03)[. (3.9) 
03 is given in terms of 01, 02 by (3.2). 
If 02 is raised, for fixed 01 satisfying (3.7), the r ight-hand side of (3.9) can never 
grow larger than 
(cot 2 0 c ) S l <  0 .29 ,  
Cl 
whereas  the lef t -hand side of (3.9) goes smoothly  past 1 as s2 ~ 1. Thus  (3.9) has 










, , SZ 
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
Fig. 2. Graphical solution of eq. (3.9) for sl = 0.13. RHS and LHS denote the right- and left-hand side of 
(3.9), respectively. U and C denote the solutions of Barger and Pakvasa. 
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sl = 0.13 (with tan 0c = 0.225, P = 0.65) is given in fig. 2. Notice that there  are two 
solutions, one with Sz>Sl, one with s~>s2. Barger  and Pakvasa refer to these 
solutions as solutions C and U, respectively, since, in the fo rmer  case, final states 
with c, s dominate .  Since, for each solution, the value of A decreases with increasing 
st, s2, the values of A resulting f rom s~ = 0.13: 
A = 1.12, (solution C) ,  
(3.10) 
A = 1.00, (solution U ) .  
are lower bounds  for A in this model .  Increasing sl to 0.16 gives bounds  not  much 
worse:  A = 0.99 for both  solutions. The  bounds  are not far f rom values one might  
guess for A ;  e.g. if one  uses s~ = 0.13 and s2 = 0c in 3.4, then A -~ 1.3. 
1 One  might make  this model  more  complex by adding addit ional  charge - 3  quarks  
li. The  models  of refs. [2, 3], in fact, include at least one such extra quark.  Before  
we consider  the most  general  mixing pat tern  for such quarks,  it is useful to examine 
a particularly simple pat tern  of mixing proposed  by Georgi  and Pais [3] as an 
al ternative to the " s t anda rd"  Kobayash i -Maskawa  [10] scheme for insuring the 
natural  absence of d,~-~s neutral  currents.  These  authors  propose  the pat tern  of 
mixing, involving an addit ional quark  ( :  
d '= ct(ccd + S c S ) + C l ( c 4 b  +$4~') , 
(3.11) 
s' = c l(-scd +CcS) + s t ( - s4b  + $ 4  (~) . 
In this pat tern  s4 is unconstra ined,  but sl still satisfies (3.7). A takes the simple form 
2 
¢1 
A - c]  + P s  2 ~>0.99 (3.12) 
for P = 0.65. (Actually, the specific model  p roposed  by Georgi  and Pais has an 
addit ional restriction 04 = 0c, so that A = 1.0.) 
Now, finally, we will let the number  of addit ional quarks  (i be arbitrary. Let  us 
parameter ize  d ' ,  s '  by 
d' = cl(ccd + scs) + sl( c4b + ~ flili) , 
(3.13) 
s'=cz(-Sc+gd +cc+3s)+s2(csb + ~ yd~). 
fli and y~ are some combina t ions  of addit ional  mixing angles. We may choose  phases 
SO C4, C 5 ~" O. 
d '  and s '  must  still be or thogonal ;  this implies 
S1S2 
s3 = r/, (3.14) 
CIC2 
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where 
1,71 = ]c4c5 4- ~ y / ~ i ]  < 1.  (3.15) 
i 
sl is still constra ined by (3.7). What  about  s2? The expression for D in this model  
is-the same as that in case 1; thus s2 is still related to sl th rough  (3.9), though now 
03 in (3.9) is given by (3.14). Thus, for fixed sl, the value of s2 obta ined f rom (3.9) 
depends  on the value of ft. Since the lef t -hand side of (3.9) depends  only weakly 
o n  r/ [c2 cos 203 = (1 --2(s1s2Ti)2/c21 )], whereas the r ight -hand side is almost  p ropor -  
tional to r/, it is clear that  the largest such value of s2 is obta ined by setting r / =  1. 
This observat ion informs us that the value of s2 found as solution C in case 1 is a 
bound  on s2 in this more  general situation. This yields: 
for sl = 0 .13 ,  Is2] < 0 .494 ,  
(3.16) 
for sl = 0 .16 ,  Is21<0.575. 
The expression for A,  in this more  general  case, is 
(S1C4Cl) 2 4- ($2C5C2) 2 -- S1S2C1C2C4C5S3 
A - (sic4) 2 + P(s2cs)2 (3.17) 
This equali ty can be conver ted  to a simpler inequality. First note  that 
S1S2 
S1S2CLC2C4C5S 3 ~ [$1S2C1C2C4C51 - -  = (~1S2)2C4C5 
ClC2 
~( j-~ 2 s~cs\ 2 l~, 2 ,2 ~($22C5)2__ 2t ~ S l C 4 - - - - ~ )  = ~ ¢ t S l C 4 )  + 
2~ 
1 2 2 1 2 2 
<~¢(slc4)  + ~ ( s 2 c 5 )  , (3.18) 
so we can replace the first line of (3.18) by the last in (3.17): 
($1C4)2(C2 l 2 2 2 
- ~ s  ~) + (s2c5) (c2 - s~12~) 
A ~ (3.19) 
(St¢4) 2 4- ($2C5)2p 
This inequality holds for any value of ~:> 0. The r ight-hand side of (3.19) is of the 
form 
xa  + y/3 
xy + yg ' (3.20) 
where x, y, y, ~ are positive. It is easy to see, by differentiating this expression 
with respect to x, that  (3.20) is always larger than the smaller of ( a / y ) ,  (/3/~), 
whatever  the ratio x/y. Thus,  
A>~min[(c~_~s~),l/P(c ~ s~] - ~ / _ l  " (3.21) 
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Since one of the elements in the brackets increases and one decreases with ~, the 
best bound is obtained by choosing ~ so that 
2 
- ~ s l )  = c2 - • (3.22) 
Solving the quadratic equation, and choosing the root with ~: > 0, we find 
>1 2 q_1c2 ) 1 2 2 ̀ 2  2 "11/27 
e ~ [ ( C l  - - [ ( ~ C 2 - - C l )  +(SlS2)J J .  (3.23' 
The right-hand side of (3.23) decreases if either cl or c2 decreases; thus, the worst 
case is given by using the boundary values (3.16) for 01, 02. For sl = 0.13, this yields 
A/>  0 .98 .  (3.24) 
Extending Sl to 0.16 decreases the bound to 0.95. The derivation of this bound 
completes our demonstration of the constraint (1.1) on neutral current B decays. 
4. Conclusion 
For clarity, we restate our result. If the b quark is assumed to decay via the 
conventional gauge bosons W ±, Z °, then if + - F ( B ~ X g  f ) / F ( B ~ X f u )  is less than 
0.12, the b quark cannot be a weak SU(2) singlet. 
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